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 Produce and upload data

 Log on to PN, download image data, view and 
compare, assess, loop your epis in, etc…

 This is a necessary, but time-consuming process

 Information is not easily accessible

 Limited number of users due to data restrictions 
on the system





 Better?

 Easier?

 Faster?

 Automated?

 To allow for real 
time, streamlined 
analysis of large 
amounts of data



2004—San Diego

BioNet

2009-Utah

http://www.snowbird.com/imagelib/meetings/Snowbird_Salt_Lake_MAP_2011.pdf


The WebPortal?  More attainable than Bigfoot?  Maybe…

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=bigfoot&id=B0A4CAAD9650B727FBE8BD6BC6D3EE3A9894E993&FORM=IQFRBA
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=bigfoot&id=B0A4CAAD9650B727FBE8BD6BC6D3EE3A9894E993&FORM=IQFRBA


Modern Data Warehouses are often tombs of data

Web-based software that can quickly 
perform complex ad hoc queries on complex 
data sets



 In 2007 Carnegie Mellon began working on T-
cube portal for USDA

 CDC joined with USDA to collaborate on a 
system to combine non-image datasets 

 After ironing out some high level wrinkles, 
CDC and USDA began working on making the 
data transfer from PN to T-cube housed at 
USDA a reality

 2011-Sixteen members of working group have 
received access retrospective PN data via T-
cube



CDC

WY_E20120025692       Berta         WY     Stool       USA        3     
Cheyenne

Assign CDC Pattern



CDC

With the next download of data from PN to T-cube (housed at 
USDA), the pattern desiganation and specific isolate information 
goes…the big, bulk image data stays behind.

WY_E20120025692     JEPX01.0045  Berta         WY     Stool       USA        3     Cheyenne T-cube



 Ad hoc queries

 Map out cases within state, regions or country

 ID trends in patterns, specific areas, etc.

 Rapid detection of clusters while still local or 
regionally relevant. 

 Create tables, line lists, epi reports, etc…

 Many, many others



 APHL/CDC established group to look at T-
cube capabilities and make recommendations 
for how it could be used for PN info

 Training session w/ CMU in August of 2011

 Upon completion of training session, group 
agreed to provide feedback to CMU to enhance 
the system and make it more ‘user-friendly’

 Began with training calls for those who missed 
Pittsburg, and developed into smaller group to 
address functionality of T-cube



 T-cube has huge capabilities

 Very complex for regular usage

 Tremendous potential for local or regional 
cluster detection

 For PN Central-very sophisticated ways to 
identify clusters/trends 

 Local/regional needs not always the same as 
national needs



 Identified information that would be routinely 
requested

 States/localities/regions can have reports 
created daily based on previous day’s upload

 Routine reports are run automatically and 
emailed to specifically identified staff  or a 
shared mailbox

 Ad hoc reports easier to produce





All results from previous day based on saved parameters









 T-cube is scheduled to go live on September 
30th

 No, we aren’t kidding!

 Over the course of the next year, users will 
continue to be authenticated and granted 
access by USDA

 Data will be transferred from PulseNet to T-
cube in regular intervals, with the goal to be a 
nightly download from CDC to USDA

 T-cube automated reports previewed 
today…addition to T-cube to be determined 
after review by USDA



 Need accurate info in PulseNet

 Delay in pattern naming will delay info sent to 
T-cube

 Portal can be a cluster detection tool-does not 
replace rapid, thorough case interviews

 Currently only for Salmonella
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